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contract::
Performance of Contract
When the terms of contract are mutually agreed for its due performance then parties are
abide to fulfil their obligations. Many contracts remained unperformed due to fraud or
malafide intention of one party or due to unwillingness or for better opportunity etc., which
calls for the remedy for the performing party who act in a good faith or entered into a
contract with an intention to perform as agreed between the parties. This is the clear case
where performing party will subject to remedy against non-performing party.
There are cases where parties are ready to perform their obligations; however, due to
happening or non-happening of certain events which are beyond their control, performance
of contract becomes impossible or unlawful. This is the case where parties are acting in a
good faith for the due performance of contract however due to unforeseen and unstoppable
event which renders the performance of contract impossible.
In this situation, it is important to understand the circumstances due to which performance of
contract becomes impossible or unlawful and what the law says. Contract between the
parties plays the crucial role and in the absence of clarity in the contract, Law plays the
crucial role through which contract is governed.

Force Majeure (FM) and Doctrine of Frustration (DOF) :
Force majeure is a common clause in contracts that essentially release both parties from
liability or obligation when an extraordinary event or circumstance beyond the control of the
parties, such as a war, strike, riot, crime, epidemic or an event described by the legal term
act of God (hurricane, flood, earthquake, volcanic eruption, etc.), prevents one or both
parties from fulfilling their obligations under the contract. In practice, most force majeure
clauses do not excuse a party's non-performance entirely, but only suspend it for the
duration of the FM.
Under Indian law, the concept of ‘FM’ does not exist in itself, and thus any attempt to rely on
an alleged entitlement to discharge a contract on this ground must be routed in an express
provision within the contract.
As force majeure has not been given legal recognition under the India Law and hence,
contract should contain specific clause on FM which should clearly state the ground under
which performance of obligation can be postponed or denied or suspended on happening or
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non-happening of certain events. One can take shelter only for terms or grounds which are
duly express in the contract and no term will be implied into a contract which does not
contain an express provision to this effect.
In the absence of FM clause, below provision of Indian Contract Act will play an important
role:
The Doctrine of Frustration is present in S. 56 of the Indian Contract Act 1872. It says
that any act which was to be performed after the contract is made becomes unlawful or
impossible to perform, and which the promisor could not prevent, then such an act which
becomes impossible or unlawful will become void.
Enforcement of contracts contingent on an event happening – S. 32 of the Indian
Contract Act 1872. Contingent contracts to do or not to do anything if an uncertain future
event happens cannot be enforced by law unless and until that event has happened.
If the event becomes impossible, such contracts become void.
It is important to note that one can take benefit of either FM or DOF.
The major difference between FM and DOF is that in 1st case contract will continue to
subsist and where as in 2nd case it will be considered as void.

Impact
Impact of
of COVID-19
COVID-19::
COVID-19 has remarkable impact on Manufacturing as well as Service industries at large.
As everything has come to a standstill, it has affected the performance of various
obligations. The parties to the contract are not able to perform their obligations and finding
the way out if they can take shelter of COVID-19 for non-performance of their contract.
Whether it is export industries where supply chain has been hampered or whether it is
service industries where organisation are not able to provide service to their customers. At
this situation everyone are at par.
The question arise is whether COVID-19 will discharge the parties from performance
of their obligations?
Whether same will be considered as FM event?
Whether parties will subject to relief for non-payment or for damage for nonperformance?
There are many factors involved and one need to answer to each of them in order to
conclude the above ambiguity. The gist of the below factors are based on the globally
acceptable principles:




Contract is the prima facie document which binds parties to perform their duties; one
has to see whether contract covers any specific clause where non-performance can be
excused.
Where parties desire to take benefit of force majeure, whether FM clause has been
covered in the contract which specifically mention any of the circumstance which has
arisen due to COVID-19. Eg. ‘Pandemic Disease’ or or Situation of Isolation or Lock
Down etc.,
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In case of absence of FM clause, DOF can be applied only when where performance
become impossible or unlawful. Case law - a) Taylor v. Caldwell b) Krell v. Henry c)
Syed Khursed Ali Vs. State of Orissa and Anr
Whether time is essence in performance of specific obligation or whether performance
at future date will make the contract as good as if same had been performed within the
contractual timeline.
Where time is not essence, however performance of contract at future date makes
contract more expensive then agreed.
Where contract does not cover FM clause, however performance of contract within
the contractual timeline has been agreed with the risk associated in the contract. In this
case before applying DOF, one needs to see whether all associated risk which makes
the performance of contract impossible or unlawful has been agreed by the parties or
not.

In this COVID-19 situation, many matters have been brought before Hon’ble Bombay High
Court where parties to the contract are demanding interim relief from performance of their
contract. There are few similar matters (as given below) where Purchaser (‘Petitioner’) of
goods has demand for interim relief from making payment to Exporter. The goods have been
imported in India and exporter has dully performed his duty. Since, now purchaser is not
able to sell these goods in Indian market due to lockdown or because goods are lying idle,
he can’t demand for interim relief or excuse from performance of contract. Accordingly, in all
below cases judgement has been passed in favour of exporter.
Integral Industries Pvt. Ltd vs M/S. Gs Global Corp and 3 Ors on 8 April, 2020
Vinayaga Marine Petro Ltd And Anr vs Gs Glogal Corp And 2 Ors on 8 April, 2020
Hariyana International Pvt.Ltd vs Hyundai Corporation And 2 Ors on 8 April, 2020

Conclusion::
Conclusion
Based on the above facts, it can be said that applicability of FM or DOF will differ from
contract to contract and relevant factors. It all depends on how agreement/contract has been
drafted with specification of associated risk which might hamper the performance of contract.
Since FM is not been recognized by legal statute, utmost care should be taken while
covering the same in the contract.
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